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NOTIFICATION

ALLOTMENT TO PG MEDICAL COURSES, KERALA-2022 
Provisional Category list published

      

The  provisional  category  list   of  candidates  who  have  applied  for

admission to Post Graduate Medical  Courses, 2022 in the State Quota seats in

Government  Medical  Colleges  and  Regional  Cancer  Centre  (RCC),

Thiruvananthapuram and to the entire seats including Minority Quota and NRI

Quota seats available in Private Self Financing Medical Colleges in Kerala are

published herewith in the website www.cee.kerala.gov.in of the Commissioner

for Entrance Examinations. The category claim of those candidates who have

not submitted relevant and valid documents as proof for their category claim

within the stipulated time has been rejected.

NRI QUOTA:

1)Those candidates who had been issued memo for rectification of defect

in the validity of Visa(uploaded Visa with validity expired/expiring) alone and

have  been  given  relaxation  as  per  the  direction  of  ASC,  to  upload  sworn

affidavit, their NRI claim will be considered provisional for First allotment (if

they upload Sworn affidavit before 29/9/2022, 4.00PM and if all other relevant

and valid   documents as stipulated for NRI claim are submitted). They  will

have to upload the valid visa/ online acknowledgement copy received at the time

of submitting the application for visa renewal on or before the last date fixed by

the  Commissioner  for  Entrance  Examinations  for  option  confirmation to  the

Second phase allotment to PG Medical courses or else their admission/allotment
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in NRI quota seats if any will be cancelled and will not be considered for further

allotments to NRI seats. 

2) Those candidates who have submitted documents for NRI claim, but

 who have been issued memo for  rectification of defect in the documents (other

than memo for Visa validity)  submitted for NRI claim, has been allowed NRI

provisionally.  However  their  claim  will  be  admissible  only  if  they  upload

relevant  and valid  documents  before   29/9/2022,  4.00 PM or  else  their  NRI

options will be deleted at the time of  first allotment and will not be considered

under NRI category for further allotments. 

Those who have any complaints in their category  shall send E- mail with

application number and name to the e-mail Id ceekinfo.cee@kerala.gov.in  on or

before  27.09.2022, 5.00 PM.There will not be any provision to upload/submit

documents in support of category claim at this stage.

Category list of  candidates applied under Persons with Disabilities (PD) 

will be published later.

 

Helpline number: 0471- 2525300
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